
ViDA 6-Month Executive Coaching Program

Overview

ViDA’s custom, solutions-oriented Executive Business Coaching programs combine
science-based and tested behaviour change strategies, tools and techniques to help leaders
and organizations achieve identified goals, energize performance and pump up personal
and organizational well-being. Programs are offered in individual and team formats.

Performance, achievement and fulfillment are a direct result of actions taken. Leaders are
led through a process to help them marshal their thoughts, clarify strategy and lead from a
place of power, energy and grounded confidence. As a result, individuals experience greater
career engagement, achievement and results; client organizations benefit from increased
employee effectiveness, skill competency and productivity.

Benefits of Executive Coaching with ViDA:

● Speedy growing into new roles and responsibilities
● Re-energized professional performance
● Tools for honing management, organizational politics and cross-functional teams
● Elevated contribution to the company, community and partners
● Customized leadership development plan and enhanced execution capabilities
● Hands-on, practical learning model of education
● Strengthened communication skills and competencies
● Enlivened goal achievement
● More engaged, fulfilling and productive relationships - professional and personal
● High trust, confidential, one-on-one support

The Advantage of External Tailored Support

● Often, the more senior position a leader holds, the less likely they will have the
support they need to elevate their goals and contribution.

● Leaders rarely experience disagreements and push back on their ideas. External
Executive Coaches act as extremely valued truth-tellers that help leaders see
themselves as others see them.

● Coach brings a specialist skillset, speeding up a leader’s progress and development.
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● The organization is not pressing an external coach with other responsibilities or
obligations to the organization.

● Company politics and culture do not affect the external coach, which makes leaders
more comfortable discussing delicate issues.

● Coaches offer sensitive feedback, crucial to performance improvement.
● External coaches are not affected by internal politics and more readily offer sensitive

feedback and can focus exclusively on the leader’s needs before, during and after
coaching sessions.

● The openness and high trust of an effective coaching relationship leads to significant
performance results in a compressed time frame.

● ROI has been shown to be between 86% and 570%

6-month ViDA Coaching Program

Onboarding

Comprehensive needs assessment:
➔ Professional history review
➔ Overview of role and responsibilities.
➔ Exploration of challenges, obstacles and opportunities
➔ Goals appraisal
➔ Professional growth objectives
➔ 6-month plan exploration

Predictive Index Talent Optimization Evaluation and review.

Creation and review of customized 6-month Coaching Plan

Monthly Executive Coaching

One or two 60-Minute Executive Coaching sessions monthly

Detailed summary and monthly execution plan emailed after each session.

Unlimited text and email support.
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PAST CLIENTS' OUTSTANDING RESULTS

➔ Transitioned from a shrinking business in the red, to achieving profitability and an
annual revenue increase of 30% each year

➔ Planned and executed a successful transition from a senior leadership role to a more
desirable position while ensuring a positive legacy for his organization

➔ Strengthened communication skill set, and increased assertiveness tool kit to exert
more influence upon the organization

➔ Increased sales, overachieved on annual targets, won performance award and
boosted sales team chemistry

➔ After receiving extreme demands from the board, worked through a leadership team
mutiny to achieve high engagement and results

➔ Effectively transitioned into a new leadership role, while navigating corporate
politics

➔ Achieved a better title, better compensation, larger ownership stake and more
influence on their organization

➔ Found greater alignment between work, life and self.

Partial client list:

Full Past Client List
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Industry Statistics

Coaching clients have reported that:

96% would repeat the process

81% improved team effectiveness

80% bolstered self-confidence

73% enriched at-work relationships

72% refined communication skills

71% faster leadership development pathway

70% better work performance

ViDA Testimonials

“There is no shortage of business coaches. What sets Adam apart is his genuine, down-to-earth
interest in the success of not only corporate goals, but personal and professional ones as well.
Adam has provided us with the tools to take large, multi-year goals and then work backwards
to make the changes in our everyday lives in order to achieve them. I would not hesitate to
recommend Adam to anyone or group who is looking at understanding what success looks like
on their terms and what’s required to achieve it.”

“Adam has been instrumental in helping me and my business navigate to success. He has
provided excellent experience, great communication, leadership & invaluable resources to me
& the team. I/we are well ahead of where I/we would have been without his coaching. Highly
recommend!”

“Quite literally, Adam has a gold medal track record for excellence, and it shows in the value
and expertise he’s brought to me and my business through executive coaching. From helping
me hone-in on my core values, to creating more accountability around working on the
business, instead of just in it, Adam brings a thoughtful, motivational approach and insightful
strategic thinking to each-and-every coaching session. I don’t hesitate to recommend Adam
for anyone seeking out a business or executive coach to help them get to that next level.”
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“The ViDA team are world-class advisors who are well-versed in people management from
enterprise to individual-scale.  They know how to harness and structure the talents of their
clients to maximize performance and productivity.  In the process, they make it fun and
enjoyable as well!”

“Adam Kreek is bar none one of the most inspiring people I have ever met. His insights are
profound and his innate ability to ignite new energy into a mission is baffling to me. I would
highly recommend Adam for coaching, training and team facilitation - he is a wealth of
wisdom and experience!”

ViDA Executive Coach Adam Kreek

A natural instructor who is quick to connect, Adam Kreek offers a blend of advisory,
mentorship, coaching and consulting.  A published author and thought leader, he consults
and trains leaders in organizations across sectors and geographies. Clients receive creative,
customized coaching that is industry-leading and tailored to their specific career objectives
and work environment.

Biography

Adam Kreek is one of North America’s top executive business coaches specializing in
accelerating results through leadership development, strategic planning, and values-driven
achievement.

With his team at Values-driven Achievement, Adam’s mission is to provide growth-oriented
leaders with knowledge, tools and accountability to lead effectively, execute with
confidence and deliver distinguished results.

Adam has coached, trained and taught hundreds of thousands of people and teams at
organizations including Microsoft, Amazon, Pfizer, Wells Fargo, General Electric,
Mercedes-Benz, Royal Bank, L’Oreal, Shell, YPO, EO, and TEDx to advance with certainty,
serve fearlessly, and sustain results. Most importantly, Adam walks the talk.
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Prior to executive coaching and training, Adam worked in the financial and engineering
fields. A two-time Olympian, Adam holds 60 international medals, including Olympic Gold
and multiple hall of fame inductions. In 2013, Adam made the first-ever attempt to row
unsupported across the Atlantic Ocean from Africa to America, the subject of the NBC
Dateline Documentary, Capsized.

Adam’s bestselling book, The Responsibility Ethic, teaches us the HOW of self-leadership,
driving personal and professional results in individuals and organizations.

After hours, you'll find Adam raising three spirited kids with his wife, and adventuring
outdoors in the Pacific Northwest.  Adam holds a degree in Geotechnical Engineering and
Hydrology from Stanford University.

Pricing

Fee Timeline

Executive Coaching 6 Month
Program

$10000.

6 months
Executive
Coaching and
Advising

Monthly Executive Coaching
(following the 6-month
program, optional)

$1000. Monthly fee

Interested in Executive Coaching?  Please contact us to book an exploratory call.
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